Students with last names A–M will go to Validation first and should follow signage and staff directions to any available parking lot (detailed below) and then proceed to the Thomas Commons.

Students with last names N–Z will move in first and should follow signage and staff directions to their designated check-in location (students should be sure to go to their check-in location and not directly to their residence hall).

Lots S and A available for parking before or after Validation

Check-in location for students living in Pauley-Rorem, Olin, Merner or Bowman-Carter Hall (enter from 1st Street SW)

Validation occurs in the Thomas Commons

Lot J available for parking before or after Validation

Check-in location for students living in Dows, Tarr, Pfeiffer or Smith Hall (enter from College Boulevard SW)

Entrance for students moving in to Pauley-Rorem, Olin, Merner or Bowman-Carter Hall

Lot C available for parking before or after Validation

Lot D available for parking before or after Validation

Entrance for students living in Dows, Tarr, Pfeiffer or Smith Hall